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In the present paper, using the method developed in ref. /l/ 
we analyse models that occur for describing the chemisorption of 
hydrogen-like atoms on crystal substrates of simple metals. This 
problem is important both from the fundamental and practical points 
of view as it deepens our understanding of the physical processes on 
surface in catalysis, hydrolysis and corrosion / 21. Further we shall 
consider the hard-bond case of hydrogen-lik~ adatoms in the ground 
state with (O,O,l)-plane of a metal surface of a ~imple cubic~ 
symmetry. The jumps of impurities over adsorption centres R~ and 
vibrational degrees of freedom are neglected. The original Hamil
tonian of the system considered in this case is 

H = HA,. H:!:. ,. J-4 L., . 
IUf _, (:t) 

11 .... 1 ~ (~ .... ) H --L_rf(~e-:x!) 
I I = \7 U(R ) -t- - t:-- U ~~~- , E."- . . at.. i 1 
nA 4---- •· 2. /."IJ' ' " " t .! " J"'L J N 

N "2 N ... ._. ~ ..., 
1-/ "" L P.· + .L £:::. t/(:1!.-:J:.)-~ U(~) . 

J: t~~ .2m e ,·t:./ ~ " t-=1 ...... 
Here f-1 E:. is the Hamiltonian of an electron subsystem, 11"(~- ~ 
is the Cou~omb interaction of two charges of the same sign, Zl(~) 

( U (R~.) ) is the interaction of an electron (ion) with 
a field created by the fixed positive-chareed ions of a metal sub
strate, H A is the Hamiltonian of an ion subsystem. It has the same 
structure as Hr. with the exception of a kinetic energy of ions 
which is neglected, Hz;4 is the interaction between E: and A 
systems. Numbers N and M are total amount of electrons and 
adatom ions, respectively. ,. t 

Let us introduce the operator functions of fields Lfl, Lf1, cp 1 cp 
in the form: 

+ + it "t ~ 
'f(X) = L....cr;~ ~&Cx) + .C ~6~ ~6(x), 

K6 c((., 

+ -t 
cf>rp> =z;.=cd.Lh), 

lfl(X) = z:::.J)if6 t.pK6(x) + L_ f3.,~.6/V.;. ceix) 
KG co<6 ' 

¢(p)=L cr~-~ , 
al. 

where Q;6 , Cli(G , 0~ , .lt6 are the Fermi operators of creation 
and annihilation of electrons in states (K, 6) and ( o(., 6 ) , respec
tively; C:f, Co<. are the Pauli (or Fermi) operators of creaction 
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-and annihilation of an adatom ion at adsorption centre Rd.= d.. ; 
NrJ =- c:c,j..:. o, .l ; Ll,..fo:: tl. ~. ~ is Kronecker symbol. Index ci. 

runs rnrer all possible adsorption centres of surface. The symbol ~-P 
is introduced for the description of configurations of adatoms over 
surface. The functions ~6 (X) describe the states of electrons in 
metal substrate 

r}6 (x) = <pK. (x) L1aeC? .; ;)e .E> = :t:. 1. X={~.ae} 

Here symbol fl;;;e 6 describes the spin state of an electron, cpK (iii) 
is the wave-function of an electron moving in pure metal with quasi-

~ ~ 

momentum K • In the simplest case the function CfK (.:t!) satisfies 
the following spectrum problem: 

[ 
1,2. ->.t ~j(1) "" In ..., 

- .Zm ~- U.cr;(~) T~(:x!) = EK..,..K(:J:!) 

... 
where Ucr(X!) is the potential of the periodic crystal field of 

(J) 

the metal substrate. It involves bo-undary oon:litions on surface. Its 
microscopic calculation is a complex self-consistent problem. 
Parameter E;:! is the one-electron energetic spectrum of metal with 
a free surface; K = { kx,kl• k'i!} , k£= (o, 1'a:)is a lattice 
nnnRt .... nt. Tn T'.,.,{4/ it is shown how to construct the solutions of eo. 

(J) by using the corresponding solutions .f; (:;;) of the bulk 
problem. As usual, we limit ourselves to a simple electron band and 

neglect surface states. The additional orthonormal orbitals ~6(X) 
describe the electron states localized at impurities 

(f) (X) - L11 (..,) " • ~ (~) = A~.CS ['e(~)-L<K~~(~)] 
Tol6 - TrJ. X .W.,ae6 ' d. /3 Olj3 J3 K ' 

where (4) 

I 
,.. /2Jf~ .., y' ,.,. .>n"' ~ m -+ A= [1.- L. <Kfd.> <o(IK';,.. dx. ~(:r.) T-.(=c) 

. K ' ~ K 

The function t.f.~.(~J = f({-~) satisfies the following Schrodinger 

equation 

[
- ~2. V_2.- 1/(:;)j (fr~) = E ({J(;.) 

.2m .:c (5) 

where t: is the energy of the ground state of the va~ence electron 
(or ionization potential of adatom). The functions Y-'.,. (:2) are 
formed of the atomic orbitals <.f>d. (~) and 'Pi((~) · by taking into 
account the nonorthogonality pairs ~(:ie), ~ (:l) and ~ riZ) ~ ~ (~) 
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.. 

between jhemselves, i.e. (o(!K'> r;l: 0 ; (rJ.If3> ¢ 0 • According 
to ref. 5/' the matrix so(fo can be expanded over the enveloping 

parameters (.t:Aif3> in the form 

sc(j3 = Llolf3- ~ [:t-llolfl]<(31cl) r : ii-<{31¥><~1"')(1-~r)(1.~6~~)+ .. 
The second quantization of model (1) which is constructed on the 
fields Ll-1 , cp leads to the following expression for Hamiltonian 

(1) .... 1 ~ 4~ ... ... ~ yJ jJ,+. H = E:._ U(R.J.) N..c 7- "' ~ ""-~ v?'~-RA) - L- X "1" (X) K 
cl. ~ rJ. '1:/J ,. oJ.. 

x 4J(X) N.( 1}'(~-~) r f./x 'IJ(x)[-J~ v;- U(~)J Lfl(X) 7- (
7

) 

where 

+ f jJx./x1 tp(x)qi(x'J Lfl(x') q.J(x) v(.t-~') ~ 

SJx = ~ s"~ ... 
Using the representation (2) of fields lfl(X) , P(f3), and the 

corresponding spectral problems (J)-(5), we may calculate the matrix 

ele~~nts in the Hamiltonian (6) 

1-1 = L E .. n .... T L: tl{ {£.;.17o(6 + f u~6 ntl..-6 ( 
K K "'~ o((O 8) 

.-- L- -~ IJ ~>+ Ao. II ,.. 77 , 
r T v;_o<d.~ n«-6 ~GqK6 - Vr1K. Do~6!.AK.6 -r n.".Jj ' 

~ + II~* 
+ L-- ~ Nl! 1l'ot;(l!i(, 8.t_~QK6'8"'6'qKG + n + C 

KK.''~'rJ.:tf3 r r r 

Here we used the notation 

C I SJ..,. (e)..., ..,. = -2 ~u. (3!)9(~) 

H :t'll- = /-1 pD!. + J-l,d + H i'rst 

H~t = L.. ~ [ za{)- E:::_ ~J(,(o()Q~ ~16] + z:=. ~ nd.6 l( 

~ KK~ ~G 

x [.L: 1?;K~d. rA;,,q;,6 , - u~e; - ~~~.] -t- L ~ [~ ~ 
K K'(f.' o( K ~ l(.t. K.z <:,' 
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1" le) + J ( [ ,.... -+ 
x ~~L~K CIK;EJQ~t.'- UJ;t)~<l.4K6"~- IUJ. + .,e~ #.t~ 11(~-~) 

- 2 L.. ~G' ~« Cp) + L.. not~ Y/pdf Vd.flftrJ.] + ~ ~ ~ [ (t ~ 
,, GC:' K.artftG. 

" QKG (~'?flf.'~.ik- ~"K<J3>) + 1!.<:.] -t-

[ 
+ (J!~) 1 .,. 

r ~ NJ.N" L:.. ,;;; ;. ,.., ct;e,CI?.<!/- u.~.~- P"fl ~G ~0 «::l:p JV K.L.K~G' '- 2.r -L .2 'J" . 

H,,f = .z::=_ ~ ~ [ Ed.fl fo -if.y3pp nri.-G + 7ld.;a1y~ nfl-G] 
oJ#},f.:. r ..,. 
.L ~ N;_ N~ 1)'~r1.p 8rJ.,; ~~~ 8ol~' ~6 , 
2. "'-*fl,<t.d.' r 

r 

+ 

/-lteJt = ; fJxJx''P;cx'){fl;(x)'lf:(x)v(~-~') -2U(et~)Ji!f(x')-

where 

- a r Z::::.. ~ U:;"" t 8:r/~f,, ~G' ct; G -r z::=.. ~ ~ ~ 
o<-!i.t".tGG' J. :.2 :L 2 r:J.:Ifo,KG6' 

x [ 'll;;.otp-; ~~B.(~' 813r:,' CI;G .,. 7.1;.fJ"'1 e:G ~6, ~,, cr;d, 

+ ~ Li- 7l;;.p-; K: 8,;.~ ~~,qiG,Q~,; + II.(}, j + 
j 

+ 1. z::.=_ [ ~c~.il;_~ ~~ 6j~G ((~6 q-;;6 + ti.C'. ] 
E. a( K.!.K.t (5 

F ::. - T 7 '"ol) + .L L_ 
~ ~c:.~. 1.' N· fi P' g; S~, gflfi' 

E._P = - vdf3co~.)- v.;1/;) + ~~II s;l ~J3N gll' (<~. ,j: fl) ) 

GP.P' = <f3l.J3'> E - Wp;s'Cf'J - L_ <pi-;>E?<Kip'> 
I( 

~ 
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r z '.... r/'"'t}b:r. ... ~n .. ( .. ) u = JJ;I; 71(;.-;; 'f'.C~) 'f.(~) ' P;ap1 = r~ 'la(:t)Y,,(~) Ucr. :1:. 

,.., ... (~J.., ... ... 
D - f?. W. ,("?f)= rJ~ q;;(ft) fA,{fl) V(~,-:1:.) > t{. (~) -= U.(:r.)- tlcr(;r,) 
Lj3 - pp • yap J' r ;-

Llt+(X) = z::_ t.p .. /'·cx) qf, . 'Pz:Cx) == L... ~,ex) q;, 
'r:z:: 1<6. Kb /Cfi. 

The interaction constants 11"./~p/(t , ~1 (f3) , VKKI (G.) , ... 
etc. are the matrix elements calculated for the Coulomb interaction 
over the states 4£_(~), ~j?(:i), • •• • For instance, 

~~(}) = fJi 'fl:c:.) ~ (~) 7)'(~-~) ' ~k = volk (ol) ) 

V;;'cJ.> = fJ:1({J/(~J~d~) v(~-~) • ............ ..... ~ 
~-;fo-:' = fJx.l; TJr;.;) ~~~) ((J;c:;J ~CiJ 'f;tC:ZJ , .. . 

The function 9 ( 5!) is the equilibrium electrom density of the 
pure metal substrate 9(~) = ~~ /lfJK C!t)/2. where the summing is 
over all the occupied states of the electron band. The latter II,(], 
mean the Hermitian conjugate terms. The star over the function 

(t!'J 
means the complex conjugate expression. The matrix elements tiK• , 

U.~~~ . .. . u!:/ 1 etc.,are calCUlated for the potential u.~~(£) 

-·r . ni(fi> = Cf~, Q;r., • nr~.r., = 8:6 ~G 
Now we give a brief physical interpretation of various terms 

in the Hamiltonian (B). 
In an explicit form Hamiltonian (8) contains the contributions 

playing the most important role in describing the thermodynamical 
and electronical properties of hydrogen-like coverages. They describe 
the effects of transforming the impurity electron levels C: caused 
by the hybridization of adatom orbitals with the substrate electron 
wave-functions. Here, we have taken into account the enveloping of 
orbitals CP.t f:i!) and ~ (~) between themselves and w1 th the waves 

(/;(:!) • These processes lead to the creation of a tight chemical 
bond of adatoms with a metal substrate. Besides, we inclUde here the 
indirect interaction between the adatoms caused by the electron 
exchange through the metal substrate /61, 

The term H _,,._ involves the processes which are not usually 
16/ considered in simple chemisorption models • But sometimes they 

play an important role for self-consistent description of chemi
sorption • 

The term Hpol. describes the polarization properties of a metal 
substrate which are most important for self-consistent description 
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of ionic chemisorption} when there is a charge transfer between the 
substrate and adatoms 61• They lead to the screening of the long
range Coulomb interaction between adatoms, so that the indirect 
interaction between them dominates. (When we have, only two single 
charges on the surface, this leads to the substitution of the Coulomb 
interaction by the dipole-dipole interaction between them by taking 
into account their image potentials). In the case of nonzero density 
of coverages this term can be taken into account as an energy of the 
impurity induced double electric layer and through the interaction 
between them and adatoms. Then, the renormalizations both of the 
energy of virtual level of impurity and the chemical potential of 
ionic components are observed. Moreover, HPol. contains also the 
interactions between the adatoms and double electric layer of 
the pure metal surface. The term ~et. describes the metalization 
of ohemisorbed ooTerge caused by enveloping of the adatom valence 
functions on the neighbouring adsorption centres. It leads to the 
dispersion ~f the virtual level and creation of the virtual impurity 
surface band, in the case of a periodic coverage arrangement/7/. 

The term H r-est oonstains the exchange-correlation cont ri bu
t ions and processes of electron scattering with the spin flipping 
and two electron hopping processes between adatoms and a substrate. 
These processes of higher order are usually neglected. When we 
neglect the term H~st , it is necessary to introduce the constant 
~ in Hamiltonian (a) for a correct evaluation of the ground 

state energy of metal to avoid double calculation of the electro
static interaction between metal electrons. 

When there is only single impurity localized at adsorption 
centre ti. on the metal surface Not= J.. , t\113 = 0 , d. :;/: f3 
and the nonorthogonality of the functions l..f;,o(~) and ~Cit) 
and the term H~Jt are neglected} then Hamiltonian (a) transforms 
into the ordinary Anderson model 61. We have onlY its small gene
ralization here. The effects of the impurity level occupation on 
the hybridieation are taken into account in this model 

1-1 = L E; fl~, + E L noe, '1- Una(, n .... 6 -r 
K6 IC G (9) 

'1- L { [ ~o(t~K nti·G 8«'1-~ q;(, - "Vac.t ~~qK.,b + H.c>.j 
KG 

In the general case the Hamiltonian (a) has the structure of 
the Ising model with respect to the variables lllo~. and ~ , 

6 

"' 

It 

l 

H= L£-;n"Kr, 
IC6 

1\ 1\ 

+ L. ~ ~ + f [_ ~fl ~~.;, ~ 
o( cl 

(10) 

~ " 
where 't<J. , 'td./3 are the operator functions which are constructed 
from Fermi-amplitudes 8ti6 , q~G. , • • • . etc. They may be obtained 
by comparing expressions (10) and (a). They are the generalization 
of the ordinary Anderson model for the electron component. These 
Anderson-Ising generalized models of the type (a) all~ us to develop 
the self-co~istent theory of the electronical and thermodynamical 
properties of chemisorbed surface 

/a! mashinery · • Their eleotronical 
coverae~s using the Green-function 
properties will be described by 

correlation functions of the type 

(6c(~ ~' > ~ < ~~qKG) (n.;6 ~r:/> J •••• 

The structure and thermodynamical behaviour of the ionic component 
will 'e described by correlation functions of the pure Ising 
type 91 

<~> (~ Nf3) I •" 

In conclusion, the author thanks prof.V.K.Fedyanin for his 
attention to this problem and useful discussions. 
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faBpHJieHKO f.M. 
KBaHTOBOCTaTHCT~eCKHe MOAenH 
B TeOpHH cy6MOHOCnOHHhlX UOKphlTHH 

E17-87-277 

Ha OCHOBe nocneAOBaTeribHOrO MHKpOCKOn~eCKOrO llOAXOAa, 
o6o6~~ero HAeH BoroJD06oBa, pa9BHTbie HM B TeopHH nonnpHhlX 
~eTannos, cTpOHTCH o6o6~eHHbie MOAenH THna AHAepcoHa-HsHHra 
AnH CaMOCOrnacoBaHHOrO OUHCaHHH sneKTpOHHhlX H TepMOAHHaMH
illeCKHX CBOHCTB XeMOCOp6HpOBaHHbiX BOAOPOAOllOA06HbiX llOKpbiTHH 
KpHCTannHlleCKHX UOAnO~eK npOCTbiX MeTannOB. 

Pa6oTa BbmonHeHa-B lla6opaTOpHH TeopeTH'leCKOH ~H9HKH 
OHHH. 

llpenpHHT Q&J.e,llHHeHHOrO HHCTHTyra S~AepHblX HCCJJe,llOBaHHH. )ly6Ha 1987 
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In the framework of the consistent microscopic approach 
which is the generalization of Bogolubov's ideas in the 
theory of polar metal, the generalized Anderson - Ising 
models are constructed to be applied for a self-consistent 
description of the properties of chemisorbed hydrogen-like 
coverages of simple metal substrates. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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